English Translation
Mrs. Fok and Mrs. Yim,
I am very thankful to your unconditional help to us. I remember the time when we found our baby’s
ability to move decreased that he was unable to struggle while he was crying in his 1 month old.
After several tests such as brain scan carried out by paediatrician with the referral of health centre,
there was still no result until it was diagnosed with SMA in 3 months old. I recalled the waiting
period of genetic report, the doctor had already told us the worst situation. At that time, every day
when I woke up, my tears ran down out of control. Although I had preparation in mind, I still could

not bear it when I got the result. The feeling can only be understood by those who have the same
experience.
After two times of routine body checks in public hospital, I know that the doctors cannot provide
specific help on caring issues with inadequate resource. I was so puzzled at the moment. It was
lucky to have your help and guide as our light. When you first time took long journey and brought
several packs of diapers to visit our home, as well as telling us some experiences about the
situation that might happen on our baby and hugged him, I was really touched. You also brought
us specially an Ambu Bag for first aid as well as sputum suctions machine and bottles of oxygen
so that we could handle the emergency situation. However, as we had not seen these things
before, we did not know how to use them. Luckily, you made arrangement for physiotherapist Miss
Lau to come to our home, teaching us how to use them. Miss Lau told us in details about the
available ways to deal with the situation when our baby is lack of oxygen. She also told us the
attention points when using Ambu Bag and bottles of oxygen so as to get rid of the possibilities of
too much pressure and concentration of oxygen which would harm the lung of baby, together with
the demonstration of spit stroking and how to put the tube of sputum suction into trachea through
nostril for carrying out the sputum suction. But due to the limit of time, we could only remember the
ways and did not have time to practice them. In the absence of instruction by professional, we
were afraid to put the tube into baby’s tiny nostril. After you knew our situation, you immediately
made another arrangement for Miss Lau to give instruction at our home and you even leased a
blood oxygen monitor for us. Several practices afterward, we could carry out the sputum suction
for baby and use the equipment properly.
Recently, our baby often got choked when sucking milk. We were worried that this would lead to
chest infection and even respiratory failure, so we called you for help. You immediately made an
appointment with enthusiasm for speech therapist to follow up the case. We hope that there is an
improvement for the problem with the visit of speech therapist.
We would like to express our thankfulness to you again, especially Mrs. Yim for her help to make
contact and arrangement for us so eagerly. It is really unbelievable that you never meet us before
but bring us unlimited caring and practical support.
Best regards,
Mum
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